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Abstract
It is shown that the pseudodifferential operators with the (uniform two-sided) transmis
sion property can be characterized by the behavior of their iterated commutators with
multipliers and vector fields tangential to the boundary on ordinary and wedge Sobolev
spaces. This extends previous work by Grubb and Hörmander.
Together with a corresponding characterization of the singular Green operators the above
result will be used to prove that the algebra of elements of order and type zero in Boutet
de Monvel's calculus is a submultiplicative Frechet algebra.

Key Words: Boundary value problems, Boutet de Monvel's calculus, transmission prop
erty, wedge Sobolev spaces.
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Introduction

Boutet de Monvel's calculus makes boundary value problems accessible to pseudodiffer
ential methods. It is a highly efficient tool for studying Fredholm criteria and index
theory (Boutet de Monvel [2], Grubb [11], Schrohe [24], Rempel, Schulze [22], [30]), but
also topics like functional calculus for boundary problems, Navier Stokes equations, and
elasto-dynamics (Grubb [11], [12], Schrohe [24], Ebin and Simanca [6]).
On the other hand, this calculus is technically highly refined. In its usual presentation,
[22], [11], the various operators are described by rather delicate estimates on their symbols
or symbol kerneis.
In the predecessor of this paper it could be shown that the singular Green operators,
usuaHy one of the more difficult parts in tbe theory, had a fairly simple and natural
description in terms of the boundedness of their commutators with multipliers and vector
fields tangential to the boundary on the wedge Sobolev spaces introduced by Schulze; in
fact, the result was motivated hy a theorem of Schulze in [29].
In theorem 3.1 I am proving that also the pseudodifferential operators with the transmis
sion property fit into the framework of wedge Sobolev spaces. Again, I am considering
commutators with multipliers and veetor fields tangential to the boundary.
Extending a result of Grubb and Hörmander [14] on the loeal transmission property, I
first show in theorem 2.1 that a pseudodifferential operator P has the (uniform two..sided)
transmission property on R~ provided its eommutators with tangential multipliers and
veetor fields are bounded on the llsual Sobolev spaees over R+..
This yields the eharaeterization of the pseudodifferential operators with the transmission
property. For one thing, the boundedness of the tangential eommutators on the wedge
Sobolev spaces a forteriori implies the transmission property; on the other hand, it turns
out that pseudodifferential operators with the transmission property are indeed bounded
on wedge Sobolev spaees.
The difference to the singular Green operators is that these are smoothing in the normal
direetion, while the pseudodifferential operators are order preserving.
Charaeterizations by commutators have a lang standing tradition in the theory of pseu
dodifferential operators, cf. for instanee the work of H.O. Cordes and his associates, see
[4] for referenees.
For a large dass of pseudodifferential operators, R. Beals gave a characterization in terms
of the boundedness of their commutators with multipliers and vector fjelds on Sobolev
spaces. Adapted to the usual symbol classes his result reads as folIows:

Theorem (Beals 1977). Let m E R, 0 ~ 8 ::; p :s; 1,8 < 1, und let P : S(Rn) ~
S'(Rn) be a continuous operator. Then P is a pseudodifferential operator with a symbol
in S;:s(Rn X Rn) if and only if for all s E R, and all multi-indices C't, ß E N~, the iterated

commutators ad0 ( - ix )adß ( Dx) P have bounded extensions

Cordes has obtained a similar characterization of Sg,o by different methods [3]; a new
proof of Beals' result was given by Ueberberg [32].
obviously, theorems 1.13 and 3.1 are as elose to Beals' as one might hope to come in this
more complicated situation.
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Beals' characterization has a number of interesting consequences, among them the spectral
invariance of the algebra of pseudodifferential operators of order zero in .c(L2(Rn)), [1]
theorem 3.2, or the stability of the spectrum with respect to changes of the space the
operators are acting on, cf. Leopold and Schrohe [19], [20], [23].
In addition, Gramseh, Ueberberg, and Wagner showed in [10] that a characterization
of an algebra via commutators and order shifts on Sobolev spaces allows to introduce
topology on this algebra which makes it topologically an intersection of Banach algebras,
a 'submultiplicative' Frechet algebra.
Starting from this result, it will be shown in a subsequent paper, [9], joint work with B.
Gramseh, that these characterizations of the singular Green operators and the pseudodif
ferential operators with the transmission property, respectively, imply the submultiplica
tivity of the algebra of elements of order and type zero in Boutet de Monvel's calculus.
Submultiplicativity is of particular interest in connection with the resuIts of N. C. Philipps
on I<-theory for submultiplicative Frechet algebras, [21], and the results of Gramsch on
non-abelian cohomology and Oka principle in submultiplicative \11*-algebras, [8], cf. [7]
(the \lI*-property for the algebra of elements of order and type zero was established in
[24], in the classical case by Schulze in [28]).

Acknowledgment. It is a pleasure to thank B.-W. Schulze with whom I had several valu
able discussions on the subject. I am also very grateful to G. Grubb and T. Hirschmann
who gave their advice on various questions related to this paper.

1 Notation. Pseudodifferential Operators and the
Transmission Property. Singular Green Opera
tors and Wedge Sobolev Spaces

We will start with a short review of the essential notation on symbol classes and the
transmission property.

1.1 Definition.
(a) For m E R, S~o = S~o(Rk X Rn) denotes the set of an smooth functions p on R k X

Rn, k,n E N, satisfying the estimates

IDeD~p(x,e)1 ::; Goß (e)m-1ol (1)

for an x E R k
, eE Rn. Hefe, (e) = (1 + leI 2)!. The choice of best constants in (1) gives

the Frechet topology for Sio.

Occasionally, we shall also ~rite p~~~(x, e) instead of Be D~p(x, e)·
In general, the symbols will take values in matrices over C, but for the purposes hefe it
will be sufficient to deal with scalar functions.
(b) A symbol p E Sro defines a pseudodifferential operator Op p or p(x, D) by

[P(x, D)u](x) = top pu](x) = (21T t n
/

2Jeix<p(x, O"WdC (2)

where u is a rapidly decreasing function and the hat denotes the Fourier transform.
(c) For s E R, H"(Rn) denotes the usual Sobolev space on Rn, cf. [18], eh. 3, definition
2.1. For 8, t E R, let
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H!J,t(Rn, E), E a Hilbert spaee, denotes the veetor-value analog.

1.2 Notation on the half-space. We will write R+. = {(Xl, ... , X n ) : X n > O} and x =
(x', xn), ~ = (~/, ~n) with X' = (Xl, .• . ,xn-d,e= (~l, ... , ~n-d.
(a) For a funetion or distribution f on Rn let r+ f denote its restrietion to Rf.; for a
funetion 9 on R+ denote by e+9 its extension to R" by zero. Similarly define r- and e-.
(b) Let S(Rf.) = {r+ f : f E S(R")}, and H!J,t(Ri.) = {r+ f : f E H!J,t(R")},s,t E R.
H~,t(R+) is the c10sure of C~(R+) in the topology of H!J,t(Rn).
(e) Let H = H+ EB H; EB H', where

and H' denotes the space of all polynomials. For d E No denote by Hd the subspace of
H consisting of all funetions f( t) that are O( (t)d-l).

1.3 Green operators and Singular Green Operators. A Green operator 0/ order
and type zero in Boutet de Monvel's calculus on R+ is an operator of the form

COO(Rf.)
E9

coo(Rn-l)

where P is a pseudodifferential operator with the transmission property of order zero, see
1.4, P+ = r+ Pe+, and G is a singular Green operator of order and type zero, i.e. with a
symbol kernel in 8-1

,0, the precise definition being given in 1.5. (For the deseription of
the singular Green operators I am using symbol kernels rather than the singular Green
symbols, beeause it makes things slightly easier.)
!( is a Poisson operator, T a trace operator, and S is a pseudodifferential operator with
a symbol in sr,o(Rn-l X Rn-I).

The most interesting part within this setting, bowever, is tbe algebra

of the elements in the upper left corner, and I will from now on foeus on it, omitting the
details about Poisson and traee operators. They may be found in [2], [11], or [22].

There are eurrently several definitions of the transmission property availahle. The one I
will be using is the following

1.4 Definition. A symbol p E Si"o(R" x Rn) has the transmission property if for every,
k E No,

a;nP(X',Xn ,(, (() ~n)lxn::::o E S~O(R;;1 x Re,-1)01fHd,{n,

where d = max{entier(m) +1,O}, cL [22].

There will be a detailed diseussion of various forms of the transmission property, below.
Before, however, I would like to give the definition of the singular Green operators and
their symbol kernels.
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1.5 Definition. Let Jl E R. The elass 811 ,0 consists of all smooth functions 9 on
R:;l x Re,-l x R+%n X R+lIn (symbol kerneis) satisfying the estimates

(1)

for every fixed choice of k, k', m, rn', a, ß.
Such a symbol kernelg induces the singular Green operator Op G 9 by

[OPGg(J)](x) = (211")9 J["" eix'e'g(x',(,Xn,Yn)(:F'x'_CJ)((,Yn)dYnd(, (2)

f E S(R+.); 9 is called the symbol kernel of Op G g.
For fixed x', e let the operator g(x', ~', Dn ) be defined on S(R+) by

then
0pGg = Op'g(x',~',Dn),

where Op' denotes the usual pseudodifferential action with respect to the x', C-variables
for operator-valued symbols.

Let us now have a eloser look at the transmission property.

1.6 Remark. In [14], Grubb and Hörmander use the following notat.ion.
(a) An operator P has the transmission property for a manifold with boundary, pro,vided
it maps functions that are smooth up to the boundary to functions that are again smooth
up to thc boundary. This obviously is a weaker condition than that in 1.4.
(b) A symbol p E S~O(R:;-l x Ren) has the uniform transmission property with respect to
R+. provided that for every N E No, and all multi-indices, E Nn,

Moreover, p E S~o(Rn x Rn) has the uniform transmission property, provided that for all

multi-indices a, ß E Nn, P~ß~(x', 0, 0, ~n) has the uniform transmission property (it suffices

to ask this for an = 0, ß' = 0).
(a) and (b) are one-sided not ions of the transmission property: they only check the
behavior of the functions as X n -+ 0+.
(c) In [12] def. 1.7, Grubb has introduced the 'H-condition:
A symbol p E St:o(Rn x Rn), mEZ, satisfies the 'H-condition, if for all multi-indices 0', ß,

Adapted to the above definition of H, S(Rn-l, Hm+d is the space of all functions f =
f(x', t) E COO(Rn-l x R) such that for all ß' the standard H-estimates given for k, r, N E
No by

D~tr [D~: f( x', t) - L Sj,ß( X')t i ] ~ C(x') Itlm-k+r-N for Itl 2: 1 (1)
m-N<j'5 m
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are finite with a continuous function C on Rn-I.
She shows in [12] theorem 1.9 that this is equivalent to aversion of the transmission
property in 1.4 based on the non-uniform symbol classes.
In contrast to (a) and (b), (c), like 1.4, is a two-sided notion: it also takes into account
what,happens beyond {x n = O}.

The following proposition gives a connection between these notions.

1.7 Proposition. Let p E Sro(Rn X Rn), mEZ. Then the /ollowing are equivalent
(i) For all multi-indices Ci, ß E Nö

DeD~p(X', 0, 0, ±~n) E S~~l~!(Rn-l x R)

in the sense 0/ [14], cf. 1.6(b).
(ii) FOT all j END, all multi-indices Ci' E N~-l, and all fixed ~',

(x', ~n) ~ De,' D~nP(x', 0, e', ±~n) E S~o~l~:I(Rn-1 x R).

(iii) For all j END, all multi-indices Ci' E N~-l, and all fixed e,
r+.ri.~rnD(D~np(x',O,e,+en) E S(R+,Cb'(R;;I)), and

r+.re~~rnDe,' Dt:nP(x', 0, e, -~n) E S(R+, Cb(R;;l)).

Here, Cb denotes the smooth /unctions with bounded derivatives 0/ all orders.
(iv)For all j END, all multi-indices ci E N~-l, and all fixed e',

(1)

(2)

De,'D~np(x',O,(,~n) E Hd(Ren,Cb'(R:;l)) = Hd(Ren)~1rCb(Rn-l)

with d = max{m - ICi'I + 1, O}.
(v) p satisfies Gmbb's H-condition uni/ormly in x', t. e. the C at the right hand side in
1.6(1) is independent 0/ x'.
(vi) P has the transmission property in the sense 0/ 1.4.

In the language of Grubb and Kokholm [15], p has the uniform two-sided transmission
property. The signs "+" and "-" reflect the two directions of approaching {x n = O}.

Proof. (i) => (ii) is shown in [14], p. 6.

(ii) => (i). Since D~:Denn maps S~~l~;I(Rn-1 x R) into S~~l~!(Rn-l x R), we may simply
take e= o.
(ii) {::} (iii). This is a reformulation of the definition in [14]. We have

a(x', ~n) E S~O,tttr(Rn-l X R) iff sUPrl,rJr+x~D~n D~: (.re~~rna )(x', xn)1 < 00,

and this is just the semi-norm system defining the topology of S(R+, Cr(Rn-l )).
(iii) => (iv). S(R+) is a nuclear space and therefore

On the other hand,

Hd(R) = .r [e+S(R+) ffi e-S(R_) EB Cd [8]] ,
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where C d [8]) denotes linear combinations of derivatives of 8 of degree < d. The in
verse Fourier transform furnishes a topological isomorphism from Hd(R) to e+S(R+) ffi
e-S(R_) ffi Cd[~n].
Since all derivatives of p have polynomial growth,

for fixed x', e.
By assumption, the singular support of this distribution is in {x n = O}. There, it is a
linear combination of derivatives of Dirac's 0 of finite order. Both, the coefficients and
tbe order may depend on x' and ~'.

It is easy to see, however, that the order is ~ d-1 and that the coefficients are Cr in x',
~' being fixed: The Fourier transform of this linear combination of derivatives of 8 is the
corresponding polynomial in ~n' It can be written as the difference of De,' D~nP(x', 0, e, ~n),

which is O( (~n)m-lo/l), and the Fourier transforms of the functions in (1) and (2) which
are O((~n}-1). Therefore the maximal order or, equivalently, the maximal degree of this
polynomial is ~ d - 1, and all coefficients are bounded functions of x'. Derivatives of the
coefficients with respect to x' correspond to derivatives of p, and to those we may apply
the same argument.
Hence

and we obtain the assertion.
(iv) => (iii) is immediate.
(iv) {:} (v) is just a reformulation of Grllbb's definition [12] der. 1.7, uniformly in x', since
we may always apply derivatives with respect to ~n and x'. Notice that Grubb's space
S(Rn-l, Hd) is lld(R) ~1r c oo (Rn-l).
(v) {:} (vi) This is just the calclllation made for the proof of Grubb's theorem [12] 1.9,
uniformly in x' : While (vi) seems to be the stronger condition, (v) implies that there
exist Sj,o,ß E S~o-i-lo1 such that

~~DeD~p(x',O,~) - L si,o,ß(x', f)~~+r ~ Co,ß,r (f) m+l-lol+r (~) -1 , (3)
O$i+r::;m -10 I+r

and this is another characterization of the uniform transmission property, cf. [11] defini
tion 2.2.7, [22] section 2.2.2.1, proposition 3.

Finally two more important concepts.

1.8 The ad-notation. For multi-indices 0', ß E Nö and an operator T acting on func
tions or distributions on Rn, let

adO( -ix )adß(D:r:)T = adO
} (-ix.) ... adOn

( -ixn)adß1 (DX1 )' •• adßn(Dxn )T.

Here, adO( -ixj)T = T, and adk
( -iXj)T = [-iXi' adk

-
1

( -ixi)T], k = 1,2, ... ; the iterated
commutators adßj (Dxj)T are defined correspondingly. Of course, we are assuming for the
moment that all compositions involved make sense.
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The following lemma is simple hut very useful; it follows easily from 1.1 (2):

1.9 Lemma. If P = Op p is the pseudodifferential operator with the symbol p, then
ado(-ix )adß (Dx)P is the pseudodijJerential operator with the symbol ßr D~p.
Wedge Sobolev spaces were introduced by Schulze, cf. [27], section 3.1.

1.10 Definition. (a) For f E L2 (R+), A > 0, let

1.(K>.j)(t) = A'Jj(At).

This defines a unitary map
K). : L2 (R+) --+ L2 (R+)

with respect to the sesquilinear form

(f,g) = J~ f(t}g(t}dt.

(1)

(b) More generally, let E be a Banach space and suppose that {K). : A E R+} is a strongly
continuous group of operators on E, i.e. A 1-+ K). E C(R+, Lu(E)), and K).K p = K).p.

The wedge Sobolev space modelIed on E, W"(Rq, E), s E R, q E No is defined as the
completion of S(Rq, E) = S(Rq)011'E with respect to the norm

Here, :Fy_",u denotes the Fourier transform of the E-valued function or distribution u,

(c) For s, t E R, let

In general, the wedge Sobolev space will depend on the choice of the group action on
E. Here, however, we will only deal with the usual weighted Sobolev spaces on R+, cf.
1.2(h), and we will always use the group defined by (1).
(d) Let {Ek : k E N} be a sequence of Banach spaces with Ek+1 '-7 Ek , E = proj-lim Ek ,

and suppose that the group action coincides on all spaces. Then

Vice versa, if Ek '-7 Ek+1 , E = ino-lirn Ek , anrl the group action is the same for all spaces,
then

1.11 Remark.
(a) S(R+.) = proj-lim ",t_oo1I",t(R+.).
(b) S'(R+.) = ind-lim ",t_ooH.;-,,·-t(R+.).
(c) W"(Rq, H"(R+)) = H"(R~+l),S ~ 0,
(cl) W"(Rq,lIü(R+)) = H~(R~+l), S ::; o.

For (c) and (cl), cf. [27], section 3.1.1, (17) ancl (18).
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1.12 Definition and Lemma, cf. [27], section 3.1.2, proposition 10. Let E = HO",T(R+)
for some choice of (7, T E R, and let E' = H~O"'-'" (R+) denote its dual with respect to the
extension of the sesquilinear form

(u, V}E,E' =Ju(x}v(x}dx

defined for u E Cö(:R.+), v E cö(Rn).
We obtain a natural duality w",t (Rq, E), w-8 ,-t (Rq, E') and a non-degenerate sesquilin
ear form by

(J, 9)Wo,, (Rq,E),w-o,-'(Rq ,E') = J(K(.)-, :F._.f, K(.)-1 :F.-.9)E,E' df/ (1 )

- J(:F._. f, :F.-.9)E ,E,df/,

noting that the group {K).: AE R+} of 1.10 (a) is unitary with respect to (·,·)E,E' i.e.

(1) extends the usual Sobolev space sesquilinear form on R~+l.

In [26), the following characterization of the singular Green operators in Boutet de Mon
vel's calculus in terms of the behavior of their iterated commutators has been proven. It
was motivated by a result of B.-W. Schulze, [29] theorem 3.1.

1.13 Theorem. Let G : S(R+.) ~ S'(R+.) be a continuous linear operator. Then the
Jollowing is equivalent:
(i) G = Op GY Jor some 9 E 8-1,°.
(ii) For all multi-indices 0:, ß E N~-l, all s, t E R, the operator adO( -ix')adß( D,xI)G has
a continuous extension

(iii) G has the mapping properties in (1) Jor t = O.

1.14 Definition. Call an operator with the properties in 1.13 a singular Green operator
of order and type zero.

2 Boundedness of Pseudodifferential Operators on
Sobolev Spaces and the Uniform Transmission Pro
perty

The uniform (one-sided) transmission property can be characterized by the boundedness
of commutators on Sobolev spaces over R+.. This is the contents of the following theorem,
the main result in this section. The proof relies on an argument given by Grubb and
Hörmander [14] in order to characterize the weaker form of the transmission property
presented in 1.6.
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2.1 Theorem. Let mEZ, p E S~o(Rn x Rn), p = Op p, P+ = r+ Pe+, and assume that

for all multi-indices ci, ß' E N~-l and all s ~ 0

(1)

is bounded.
Then p has the uniform transmission property with respect to R~, i.e. for all Q, ß E N~

(0)( , 0 0 t) sm-1al(R71.- 1 R)p(ß) X, , ,,71. E l,O,utr X. (2)

2.2 Reduced hypothesis. We may replace 2.1 (1) by the following weaker assumption:
For every choice 01 Q E N~ there is a !( E N, an mEZ, and an So » 0 such that

adO(-ix)P . H4 (Rn)~ Hs-m(Rn )+. [K] + +

is continuous for all S 2: so.

(1)

Here, H[K](R~) denotes all functions in H.!(R~) which have a zero of order ~ !( at X n = O.
Property 2.2(1) is indeed weaker than 2.1(1), although we have Q E N71.: For our purposes
we may replace P by the operator Mt/JP Mt/J, where M,p denotes multiplication with a
smooth function </> = </>(xn ), vanishing outside {lxni< 1} and == 1 near zero. Therefore
multiplication with X n from the left or right equals multiplication with a bounded smooth
function.

The proof will be given in aseries of steps.

2.3 Remark. From [14] we know already that p~~:(x',0, 0, en) E S~O~tl~I(Rn-l x R),
where tr stands for the transmission property in thc sense of 1.6(a).

2.4 Reduction. It suffices to show 2.1(2) for Q = ß = 0: For [( > ßn and u E H[K](R~.)

[OpP~~:]+ll = [adO(-ix)adß(Dx)Pl+u = adß(Dx)[adO(-ix)P]+u. (1)

So [Op p~~~l+ also satisfies 2.2(1) with mreplaced by m+ IßI, and the task is the same.

2.5 Reduction. \Ve only have to show that

Proof. Basically, we would have to show that for arbitrary N E N, ß' and "

x~ D~: D;n:Fe~~rnP(X', 0, 0, ~n) is bounded on R~.

Expression (2) however equals :F~~rn(- Den)N~~ D~: p(x', 0, 0, ~n), and

(1)

(2)

N ß'Moreover, for u E H[KJ' [( large, [Opq]+u = lad (xn)ad (D:c,)Pl+ 0 DJnu has property
2.2(1), anel we are in the same situation as before.
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2.6 Observation. 2.5(1) is easily established when m < -1, for then

.r€:~rnP(x',0,0, (n) = 2~ Je;rn€np(x', 0, 0, (n)d(n

is a convergent integral; the integrand is O( ((n)m).

2.7 Reduction. Let us therefore assume that we have already shown the boundedness
of ..re~~xnq(x', 0, 0, (n) on R+ for all q E Sr,o(Rn x Rn), where [üp q]+ has property 2.2(1)
and m > Il E Z.

2.8 Definition. Choose 0 -I v E Cg'(Rn-l). For t E Rn-l let Vt(x') = v(x' - t).
Moreover, let A1Vt denote the operator of multiplication with Vt. By Pt denote the symbol
of PMVt =: Pt.

2.9 Reduction. It is sufficient to show that

1..r~~xnPt(xl,0,0, (n)1 ::; C, independent of t.

Proof. Pt has the double symbol qt(x, y, () = p(x, e)Vt(y'). The calculus gives

p,(x,O = v,(x')p(x, 0 + L ~'! o;"p(x, OD:: v,(x') + rN'(x', 0, 0, (n),
O<lo'I<N

(1)

with TNt(X, c) E Sro- N (Rn X Rn), uniformly in t, since Vt E S?,o(Rn x Rn), uniformly in
t. Therefore,

L ~,!o;,' .r€:~rnP(x', 0, 0, (n)D::v,(x') - .r&.~rn rNt(x, 0,
O<lo'I<N

By assumption, 11 is uniformly bounded in t. Since 8e,'p is of order Iower than m, and

since (Op 8e,'p]+ = [adO
I

(-ix') P]+ has property 2.2( 1), 12 is bounded by reduction 2.7.
Finally, /3 is uniformly bounded for m - N < -1 by the argument in 2.6. Together, we
get 2.5(1).

2.10 Definition. For a E S(R), vanishing of order 2: K in zero, define llt = Vt (9 a, bt =
f"xn-enPe+(Ut)+ with (Ut)+ = r+Ut as in [14].

2.11 Lemma. bt E SI7~~tr(Rn-l X R), uniformly in t.

Proof. \Ve know that bt E S~o-I(Rn-l X R) uniformly, cf. [14],(1.4). So we have to
consider

x~ D~..r~~xnbt(x/,en)= x~ D~Pe+(ud+,

for given N, ß. It is bounded for the following reasons
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(i) we may neglect x~, since p(x,~) = 0 for Ixn l2: 1, and

(ii) For arbitrary .s, (Ut)+ E HtK] (Rf.), uniformly in t, since the H$-norm is transla
tion invariant. Hence Pe+(Ut)+ E H.!-m(R~), uniformly in t, and this implies the
boundedness of the derivatives of order ß for sufficiently large .s.

From now on follow closely the proof of theorem 1.5 in (14)

2.12 Definition. Fix U = Uk E Ctf(R) equal to x~-leXn/(k - I)! for jxnl < 1, and let
btk = Fxn-enPe+(Vt 0 Uk)+, k = 1,2, ....

2.13 Lemma. For fixed kJ {btk : t E Rn-I} is a bounded subset 0/ S~~:tr(Rn-l x R).

Proof. By the argument in (14), btk E S~~:tr(Rn-l x R) for each t. Why uniformly?
Obviously,

Fxn-ene+(Vt '9 Uk)+ = Vt 0 Fxn- en e+(l1k)+.

From the argument of (14), specialized to n = 1, we know that Fxn-ene+(Uk)+ E St~(Ren)'

Since Vt E S?,o(Rn-l x R), uniformly in t, we have

Vt 0 FXn-ene+(uk)+ E S~~(R~;1 x Ren),

uniformly, thus btk E S~o-k(Rn-l X R), uniformly. Already in Lemma 2.11 we saw that

the derivatives of Ftn~xnbtk are uniformly bounded, so we obtain the assertion.

2.14 Rewriting btk . Noting that btk = :Fxn-enPe+(Vt ® (7k)+ = Fxn-enPte+(1 0 Uk)+,
write for a positive integer AI > Iml + 1

(27l")t(i~n - l)kbtk(x',~n) =
Al

= (i~n - 1 )J.' L ~(-iDxn Den)j (Pt( x, ~)(i~n - 1)-k) Ixn=o,!,=O + rtk(x', ~n),
. °J.]=

where rtk E S;noM, uniformly in t. Like in (14) rewrite this as,

AI i
- L L(iDxn)j( -Den)i-VPt(X', O,O,~n)k··· (k + v - 1)(i~n - 1)-1' /v!(j - v)! (1)

i=O v=O

+rtk{x', ~n).

2.15 Conclusion. Denot.e the surn 2.14(1) by q{ x', ~n, k). It is a polynomial in k of
clegree ~ kl. Choose AI + 1 different large k's: k}, ... , kM+l; then for I\, E C, Lagrange's
interpolation formula gives

M+l
q(x', ~n, 1\,) L q(x', en, kj )Lj(K)

j=1
M+l

= L[(27l")t(i~n -1)kjbt,kj(x',~n) - rtkJ·(x',~n))Lj(K)
j=1

E sm (Rn - 1 X R) + sm-Al(Rn-l X R)1,0,utr 1,0 ,

13



uniformly in t. Here, Li are the Lagrange interpolation polynomials as in [14]. Letting
K = 0 we obtain

M

L(-iDxnD{n )ipt(x', 0,0, en)/j! E S~o,tJtr(Rn-1 X R) + S~o-M (Rn- l x R),
;=0

uniformly in t. The same argument applies to (-iDxnDen )'pt(x', 0,0, <n), I = 0, ... M : by
making J( larger, we also have 2.2(1) for [Op (-iDxnDen)'pt(x, e)]+, I = 0, ... , M. So

Al

L( -iDrnD{n)i+1Pt{x', 0, 0, en)/j! E S~O.utr(Rn-1 X R) + S~öM (Rn- 1
X R),

j=O

uniformly in t. Multiply by (-1)1/ I!, and sum for I = 0, ... M. Then

uniformly in t. The left hand side of (1), however, equals

p,(X',O,O,~n)+ L (~~t (-iDxnD{j+1Pt(x',O,O,~n) (2)
O$j.l~M,j+I>M J

The second summand in (2) belongs to S~öM(Rn-l x R), uniformly, hence

uniformly. Remembering that m - A1 < -1, we conclude that

is bounded on R+., uniformly in t. This is what we bad to show by reduction 2.9.

3 Characterization of the Pseudodifferential Oper
ators with the Transmission Property

In tbis section, we shall prove the following theorem.

3.1 Theorem. Let P : S(Rn) ---+ S'(Rn) be a continuous operator. Then the /ollowing
assertions are equivalent.

(i) P = Op p for some p E Sr,o(Rn x Rn) with the transmission property of 1.4.

(ii) P has the following properties

(0') for all multi-indices 0', ß E Nn and all s E R, ado(-ix )adß (Dx ) P has a bounded
extension

14



I ß'(ß) for all multi-indices a',ß' E Nn-1, all S,t,u,T E R, adO' (-ix')ad (DZ I)P+ has
a bounded extension

("'1) The properties in (ß) also hold for the formal adjoint P+* = P*+ of P.

Here, Hf~;(R+) denotes the space Hii,f(R+) fora;::: 0 and the space H;,f(R+) for
a ~ o.

(iii) P has th,e mapping properties in (ii) for the unweighted wedge Sobolev spaces, z.e.
for t = O.

3.2 Remark. We know [rom Beals' theorem that condition (iLa) ensures that P is a
pseudodifferential operator with a symbol in S?,o(Rn x Rn).
Of course, we might start with this assumption and omit (ii.a). The present form has
been chosen in view of [9], where I want the complete characterization by commutators.

Proof of theorem 3.1. Let us first check that the conditions in (iii) imply (i): By 3.2 we
only have to make sure that the symbol of P has the transmission property. By 1.7 this is
equivalent to showing that for all a, ß, Dl D~p(x',0, 0, ±~n) has the uniform transmission
property with respect to R+.; in other words, p has the uniform two-sided transmission
property.
Using reflection and the pseudodifferential calculus, this in turn requires that both, P
and p. have the uniform transmission property with respect to R+., cL [14] corollary 1.8.
In theorem 2.1, the uniform transmission property has been characterized in terms of the
boundedness of

for all multi-indices a', ß' E Nn-l and all S ;::: o.
Applying remark 1.11 we know that W~(Rn-l,H·(R+)) = H3(R+.}; therefore the prop
erties (iii) are sufficient.

For the proof of the converse direction we only have to show that the commutators have
the mapping properties in (ii.ß) and (ii.1'). This part will be split up in aseries of lemmas.
In the following, I shall write q E S~O,tr(Rn X Rn) to indicate that q has the transmission
property of 1.4. We. start with a technical result.

3.3 Reduction ofthe order. Cf. also [13]. Let X E S(R) with supp.r-1X ~ R_, X(O) =
I, and a » O. For JL E Z let

r~(O = (X C~(/)) (0 - i~nr'
r~(~) - f~(~).

The definition makes sense, since r±(~)/((e) ± i~n) = 1 + r(~), where Irl = O(a- l
).

For sufficiently large a,
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is a bounded operator for every choice of S, (7, i E R. The operator

is bounded, provided u > -~. Here, I consider e+ a trivial action on [/;"(R+). The first
operator is an isomorphism, ([R~]+)-l = [R+~]+; if additionally (j > fL - ~, then also the
second is an isomorphism, and ([R~]+)-l = [R~]+.

Proof. Since r± are x-independent symbols, it is sufficient to show that they are operator
valued symbols on the wedge spaces, cf. [27] section 3.2.1, lemma 7, i.e.

and

111'((')-1 De/[Op xnr~(e)]+K(e/) 11 C(H;,f" (ß.+l,H;-IJ,f"(ß.+)) = O( (e'}Jl-1al). (2)

First let Q' = 0 and notice that

K(C)-l De/(OPrnr±(~)]+K((')= [OPxnr±(e', (e') ~n)]+ = (e')Jl [OPxnr±(O,~n)]+. (3)

Let us show (1). For abbreviation write R = Op rnr~(O,~n)' For i = 0, the fact that
r~(O, ~n) is a symbol with the transmission property implies that

is continuous, provided a > -!. So let T be arbitrary. By interpolation, we may assume
that i E 2Z. Clearly,

(4)

is bounded iff
(Xn)T R+ (Xn)-T : HU,O(R+) ~ HU,O(R+)

iso On the other hand, either (xn ) T or (xn ) -T is a polynomial. Without loss of generality
assurne the former iso Using the identity

we may move factors x~ to the other side. Since x~ (x n ) -7" - as a multiplication operator 
is bounded on HU,O(R+), the boundedness of (4) follows from tbe fact tbat (- Den r~)(O, en)
also has the transmission property and therefore maps HU,O(R+) to H<1- Jl ,O(R+). Tbis
shows the case Q' = 0 because of the factor (C) in (3).
Let 1 ::; j ::; n - 1. Then

Therefore

a ~(t) ~-l(t) ei [ '( en ) en (en )]
ejr± l." =}1- r ± l." (C') X a (C') a (C') + X a (e) . (5)

K({T' [Op Ina<jr~l+KW) - Op In [I' r~-[ ((, (() (n) (~~) (x'(;); +x(;))L (6)

= I' (n~-1 (~~) [Op In r~-I(O, (n) ( x'(;); +x(;))L
-. I' (()~-1 (~~) 14
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The functions X'(~)~ and X(~) are rapidly decreasing, so have the transmission prop
erty. The same argument as before then shows that

is bounded. Together with tbe factor (~')Il-l, this yields the assertion for 10'1 = 1.
The computations in (5) and (6) show the behavior of tbe higber order derivatives. Tbe
argument for r~ is tbe same.
Now for the statement that these operators define isomorphisms. As a function of ~n, r~1l

belongs to H- while r~1l is the surn of a polynomial and a function in H+. For u E Cr(R+)
± -we therefore have r+Opxnr+J.Ju = 0 on R_. For u E S(R) we have r+Opxnr±J.J(f-

e+r+ f) = O. Hence

(7)

Here, id denotes the identity on HU,T(R+) for the sign " -" and tbe identity on H~·T(R+)

for the sign " +".

3.4 Corollary. Let s, t, U, T E R. Then

is a topological isomorpbism, and so is

Proof. Consider r~. By interpolation,it is sufficient to assurne t E 2Z and to show the
boundedness of

Now either (x,)t or (x') -t is a polynomial. For 1 ::; j ::; n - 1 we can use the commutator
identity

[xi, (R~)+] = ([xi, R~])+ = (0p ( - Dej r~ ) )+,

like in the proof of 3.3.

3.5 Lemma. In order to show that the iterated comm1ltators in theorem 3.1 have the
mapping properties in (ii.ß) and (ii.,) it is sufficient to establish the following:
(i) For all p E Sr.o,tr(Rn x Rn) und AI E No,

is bounded, and
(ii) JOT all p E Sr Otr(Rn x Rn) and Al E No,, .

is bounded.
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Proof. Step 1. Property 3.1 (i) implies property 3.1 (ii.o), since

Step 2. It is now enougb to prove 3.1 (ii.ß), since tbe symbol of the adjoint also belongs
to S?°tr(Rn x Rn)., ,

Step 3. We mayassume that cl = ß' = 0 in 3.1(ii.ß):

ad'" (-ix')adfl' (Dx ' )P+ = [Op (8c'D~:pt '

ci ß' -10'1and q = Be Dx'p E Sl,O,tr' For (J' 2:: 0, lemma 3.4 shows that

[Op q]+ : W$,t(Rn- 1 , HO',T(R+)) ~ W·+lo'I,t(Rn- 1 , HO'+lo'I.T(R+)).

is bounded iff (R~'I]+ [Op q]+ is bounded on w·,t(Rn-l, HO',T(R+)).

Tbe fact that r~'I(~) belongs to H- as a function of en implies that [R~'I]+[Opq]+ =
{R~'IOp q]+. Since R~'IOpq is a pseudodifferential operator of order zero with the trans
mission property we obtain the assertion for (J' 2:: o.
If q < 0 and (J' + 10'1 :::; 0, then by 3.4 the boundedness of

[Opq]+ : W$,t(Rn- 1 , H;,T(R+)) -? W$+lo'I,t(Rn- 1 , H;+lo'I,T(R+))

10 '1 1 0' T 10'1is equivalent to the boundedness of [R+ ]+[Opq]+ on W$,t(Rn- ,IJo' (R+)), Now [R+ ]+

[Op q]+ = [R~'IOp q]++G, where G is a singular Green operator of order and type zero, cf.

definition 1.14. As before, Rt'IOp q is a pseudodifferential operator with the transmission
property. Since G is bounded on W$,t(Rn-l, H;,T(R+)) by 1.13, we obtain the assertion
also for this case.
Finally let q E Z with (J' < 0 < q + 10'1 =: U, Using that Hg,T(R+) ~ HO.T(R+) it follows
from 3.4 that the composition

is an isomorphism. But {R+O']+[K..T]+[Op q]+ = [R+O" K..TOp q]+ + G' with a singular
Green operator G' of order anel type zero. This completes the proof of step 3.

Step 4. We mayassume that s = t = 0: Let E be one of the weighted Sobolev spaces
on R+. By the interpolation results for wedge Sobolev spaces established by Hirschmann
[16], theorem 6.4, we mayassurne that s, t E 2Z. The operator

(1)

is bounded iff

is bounded. Now, (x') t [Op p]+ (x') -t = [(x') top P (x') -t]+, and the operator inside the
brackets belongs to S?O,tr, since we may use comrnutator identities like in the proof of 3.4
to move factors xJ from one side to the other.
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Since s E 2Z, either Op (e)" or Op (e')-" is a differential operator with constant eoeffi
eients. For 1 ~ j ~ n - 1,

8:rjP+ = P+8:rj - [P,8r J+.

The eommutator is a pseudodifferential operator with a symbol in Sr.o,tr' So we ean move
the differential operator to the other siele. On the left hand side we obtain a finite sum
of operators with symbols of order zero with the transmission property.

Step 5. For s = 0 it is sufficent to prove the boundedness of [Op p)+ on WO(Rn-l, E) for
the spaees

E = H(M,O)(R+) or E = H(O,M)(R+)

with M ~ O. The reason is the following.

(i) H~-M,O)(R+) = [H(M,O)(R+)]' and

(ii) H(O.-M)(R+) = [[{(O,M)(R+)]',

(3)

where the duality is with respeet to the standard L2(R+) sesquilinear form.

(iii) Onee we have established the boundedness for the spaees of the type (3), we may
switeh to the xn-adjoint and obtain boundedness of [Op p]+ for the spaees

(4)

noting that the xn-adjoint also belongs to S?,O,tr'

(iv) Eaeh space
E = H~-CI,.) (R+) or E = H(CI,.) (R+)

fY ~ 0, T E R, ean be obtained by interpolation from the spaees of the four types in
(3) and (4).

3.6 Two computations. Let k E No. Then (X n )2k = L:~=o (~)x~j, anel
(a)

11!11~"(Rn-l.H(O")(R+)) = JIIFy-"!(I), ('1)-1 Yn) ('1)-t (Yn)k Ili2(~)d'1

- J[", IF.-"!(1), (I)) -I YnW (I)) -It (~) y~jdYn d7]
o ,=0 J

= t (~) f LX> IF.-"!(I),XnW (1))2i x~dXnd'1
,=0 J 0

k

= L (~) IIx~fll~j(Rn-l,L2(ß.+))'
j=O J

(b)
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= Jt [0 1~.cF.-q)f(I'/, (1'/)-1 YnW (1'/)-1 dYndl'/
)=0 °

= tJ[' (I'/)-2
j 1(~J._q)f(I'/,xn)x~12dxndl'/

k

- L lI~n/ll~-j(Rn-l.L2(R..t».
j=O

3.7 Lemma. Let p E S?,o,tr' Then lor every M E No,

is bounded.

Proof. vVe shall use the description of the norms of 3.6(a). First note that for l,j E
No,l ~ j,q~lp E S~~~tr' and hence

is bounded by an extension of the usual boundedness result of Calderon and Vaillancourt
to the case of symbols with values in .c( E, F), E, F Hilbert spaces. Therefore we conclude

3.8 Lemma. Let I E S(R~). Then JOT k = 0,1,2, ...

lk : I ~ a;nf(x', 0)

Proof. This is essentially a consequence of the estimate
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valid for 9 E S (R+ ). It implies that

II'k/ll~_~_Jr

= / (1/) -1-2k I(Fy_"a;.!)(1/, OWd1/

< / (1/) -Hk 11 (Fy_"a;n J) (1/, x n )IIL' II(Fy_"a;~l J)(1/, x n )lIL'd1/

< (/ (1/) -2k 11 (Fy_"a;.J)(1/, x n ) Ili'd1/) t (/ (1/) -2k-211(Fy_"a;~1 J)(1/, x n ) Ili'd1/) t

< 11 8;n / Il H- k (Rn-l ,L2(R,.» 118;:-1/11 H-Ir-l(Rn-l,L2(R+»

< 11 11I~(Rn-l ,H(Jr+l,O)(R,.»'

3.9 Lemma. Let pE sr,O,tr, M END. Then

P+ = [Op p]+ : WO(Rn
-

1 , l/(M,O)(R+)) -+ WO(Rn
-

l , H(M,O)(R+))

is bounded.

Proof. By 3.6 we have to estimate

Ila;nP+fIIH-Ir(Rn-l,L2(R,.» : 0 ::; k ::; M

in terms of
118:nflllf-Jr(Rn-l,L2(R+)) : 0 ::; k ::; AI.

By induction, the equation

on R n+ shows that for sui table constants cJ[,k] , J~) m'
), ,

k

a;n P+f = L C}k1[Op (~np]+(a;:j f) + L d}~},mr+Op (a;:nP)(,1 C9 8m
)

j=O j+l+m=k-I

The terms of the first surn are easy to handle, for 8;:j1 E H-k(Rn-l, L2(R+)), and there
[Op a:nP]+ is bounded, again by an operator-valued version of Calderon and Vaillancourt's
theorem.
Now for the second sumo The operator 11 yields a bounded map from WO(Rn-I, H(M,O)(R+))
to H-t-f(Rn-l) by lemma 3.8. For v E S(Rn-1), the operator

!(jm : v ~ r+Op (~nP)(V C9 8(m))

is a Poisson operator of order m, cf. [22] section 2.3.2.3, or [11] 2.7.5 (of order m + 1 in
Grubb's notation). The space ll-k(Rn-1, L2(R+)) on the other hand is just the space
Grubb calls HO,-k(R+), [11], (AAl).
So by [11] theorem 2.5.1 (or rather a uniform version of it) the fact that j +m +1= k - 1
implies that

1I!(jmv IIH-Jr(Rn-l,L2(R,.» ::; CI1VIIH!+rn-Ir(Rn_1) ::; CllvIlH-,.-I(Rn_l)

Beuce 118:nP+fIIH-k(Rn-l,L2(14» is bounded in terms of Ilfllwo(Rn-l,H(M,O)(R+»'

3.10 Conclusion. Together, 3.5, 3.7 and 3.9 camplete the praof of theorem 3.1.
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